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DaphneDaphneDaphneDaphne    
 
Any yarn, any needle, any gauge, any size! 

 

But you need 4 stitch markers and waste yarn, and due to your preferences a 

cable needle 
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Abbreviations 

 

k knit 

p purl 

YO  yarn over 

kbl knit through back loop 

pbl  purl through back loop 

 

p+ pick up the loop from the last stitch on the right needle from the row 

before and purl 

 

pM place marker 

M marker 

SlM slip marker 

 

(…)x2 repeat as often as stated (here 2 times) 

*…* repeat 

 

cable left: 

put next 3 stitches to cable needle and hold to front. Knit next 3 stitches, then 

knit the stitches from the cable needle. 

If you dare, you can cable without cable needle: put right needle from the 

back into stitch 4-6. Pull the left needle out of the first 6 stitches and catch the 

first 3 stitches from the front. Put three stitches from the right needle back to 

the left. Knit 6. 

 

cable right: 

put next 3 stitches to cable needle and hold to back. Knit next 3 stitches, then 

knit the stitches from the cable needle. 

If you dare, you can cable without cable needle: put right needle from the 

front into stitch 4-6. Pull the left needle out of the first 6 stitches and catch the 

first 3 stitches from the back. Put three stitches from the right needle back to 

the left. Knit 6.
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Provisionally cast on 13 stitches using waste yarn. I prefer the crochet version, 

because you can easily undo it. 

 

Set up rows: 

 

R1: knit 

R2: k1, p9, k3 

R3: k3, cable left, k4 

R4: k1, p9, k3 

R5: knit 

R6: k1, p9, k3 

R7: k6, cable right, k1 

R8: k1, p9, k3 

R9: knit 

R10: k1, p9, k3 

R11: k3, cable left, k4 

R12: k1, p9, k3

 

 

R13: knit, then pick up and knit 5 stitches from the side of the work. Undo the 

cast on and knit those 12 stitches (it is the nature of knitting that you have one 

stitch less than you casted on). 

 

R14: k3, p9, (p1, p+, p1)x3, p9, k3 

R15: k3, (k3, cable right)x2, cable right, k6 

R16: k3, (p9, pM, pick up strand between stitches and kbl, pM)x2, p9, k3 

R17: (k to M, slM, YO, k1, YO, slM)x2, k12 

R18: k3, (p to M, slM, pbl, k1, pbl, slM)x2, p9, k3 

 

 

 

Pattern repeat 

R1: k3, (cable left, k3, slM, YO, p1, *k1, p1* to M, YO, slM)x2, k3, cable left, k3 

R2: k3, (p to M, slM, kbl, p1, *k1, p1* to 1 stitch before M, kbl, slM)x2, p9, k3 

R3: (k to M, slM, YO, k1, *p1, k1* to M, YO, slM)x2, k12 

R4: k3, (p to M, slM, pbl, k1, *p1, k1* to one stitch before M, pbl, slM)x2, p9, k3 

R5: k3 (k3, cable right, slM, YO, p1, *k1, p1* to M, YO, slM)x2, cable right, k6 

R6: k3, (p to M, slM, kbl, p1, *k1, p1* to 1 stitch before M, kbl, slM)x2, p9, k3 

R7: (k to M, slM, YO, k1, *p1, k1* to M, YO, slM)x2, k12 

R8: k3, (p to M, slM, pbl, k1, *p1, k1* to one stitch before M, pbl, slM)x2, p9, k3 

 

 

Repeat rows 1-8. 

 

For the edging, stop after row 2 or 6. Now do ribbing  (*k1, p1* k1) instead of 

the cabling and knit 4-6 rows more. Bind off loosely and weave in ends. Block 

lightly if desired. 


